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Remote Work with Surface for Business

Get things done wherever you work 

and however you work best

Stay secure and get it all done with devices designed for work anywhere. 

Connect with your teams to 

collaborate anywhere

Deploy, manage, and stay 

secure anywhere

Wherever you work, stay focused to get 

it done quickly, comfortably, and in your 

own way.

Make real connections with your teams, 

from secure team meetings to 

collaborating together on complex 

projects, with hardware and software 

designed to bring people together.

Give your organization the freedom to work 

anywhere while retaining the control you 

need to stay secure with zero-touch 

deployment, one-click device management, 

and protection from Microsoft. 



Work comfortably and in your own way to get your job done

Get things done wherever you work 

and however you work best

From your home office to your living room couch, 

choose the way you work your best. From the 

laptop form factor you love to detachable tablets to 

the innovative, adjustable Kickstand that adapts to 

your lap, there’s a Surface PC that’s perfect for how 

you work today.

Performance and power to get it all done 

wherever you work. From your essential apps to 

professional-grade software, Surface devices can 

do it all with the latest processors, the RAM and 

storage you need, and all-day battery life.1

Type comfortably with incredible keyboard2 

experiences. Every Surface device delivers spectacular 

typing experiences with mechanical keysets.

Navigate naturally with touch on high-resolution 

PixelSense™ touchscreen displays.

Tune into meetings and listen in comfort all day 

with Surface Headphones. Adjust noise 

cancellation levels, be heard loud and clear, and 

hear every word in calls.

Better than pen and paper. Sketch, write, erase, 

and capture your thoughts wherever you are 

with Surface Pen.*

Say it all and more with dual far-field Studio 

Mics. Record presentations you can’t give in 

person. Write emails and work in Word 

documents with voice dictation.

Cameras that take your cue. Surface video 

cameras orient your face from whatever angle 

you take your virtual meetings, and don’t drop 

your video when you share your screen or 

reference files.

Use the accessories you need with USB-C® and 

USB-A ports, and headphone jacks. Connect to 

multiple monitors with Surface Dock,* and 

wirelessly project to smart TVs when you need a 

much bigger screen.

When Wi-Fi is unreliable, stay connected 

anywhere with LTE.3 



Enable your team to work seamlessly together

Connect with your teams to 

collaborate anywhere

Next-level meetings with Microsoft Teams. 

Video calls and virtual meetings come to life 

securely with spectacular audio and video 

with far-field Studio Mics, Dolby® Audio™ 

sound, and HD cameras on Surface PCs, and 

the 4K+ resolution screen on Surface Hub 2S. 

Experience true team flow. 

Brainstorm together in Microsoft 

Whiteboard,* and collaborate across devices 

when you team with Surface Hub 2S. 

Effortlessly collaborate together. 

Share ideas easily whether inking 

handwritten notes, recording verbal 

feedback, or co-authoring a document. Work 

together in shared documents in your 

essential apps.



Enable business continuity for your organization while staying secure and in control

Deploy, manage, and stay secure anywhere

Security is built into every layer, from the 

hardened firmware adopted from a Microsoft 

open-source UEFI to the operating system. Surface 

devices are protected because the Unified 

Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) on Surface 

devices4 is developed and maintained proactively 

by Microsoft.

Reduce IT complexity and eliminate

time-consuming corporate re-imaging by 

shipping and deploying straight to users because 

Surface is built for the Windows Autopilot zero-

touch deployment experience.

Maintain secure control from anywhere. Manage 

devices right down to the firmware level through 

the cloud with just a few clicks. Surface is the only 

manufacturer to have Device Firmware 

Configuration Interface (DFCI) enabled for modern 

cloud-based device management through 

Microsoft Endpoint Manager.*

Microsoft Endpoint Manager.* Lock and manage 

devices at the boot level with firmware controls, 

including the camera, USB, and Bluetooth®.

Windows Hello. Keep information secure with 

easy, enterprise-grade biometric sign-in and 

eliminate passwords or PINs.

Microsoft Defender Advanced Threat 

Protection. Advanced Threat Protection* (ATP) 

uses cloud-based telemetry to protect against 

known global threats.

Microsoft 365 Conditional Access. Grant access 

to data and resources only when a device meets 

specific criteria like user location, time of day, or 

other factors you choose.

Windows 10 Pro, the platform you trust. 

Windows 10 Pro offers advanced security 

protections, enterprise-level manageability, and 

enhanced productivity tools.



Work with your essential apps from 

anywhere. For a super compact 10” 

laptop, adjust the Kickstand and 

pair with Surface Go Type Cover.* 

Accomplish tablet-ready tasks with 

Surface Pen.* Our lightest 2-in-1 

comes with optional LTE.5

Surface Go 2

The performance you need to get 

your job done, and the versatility you 

need to do it your way. The adjustable 

Kickstand and Surface Pro Type Cover* 

transform Surface Pro 7 into an 

everyday laptop, while the 12.5” 

touchscreen paired with Surface Pen* 

enables digital inking whenever you 

need a tablet or portable studio.

Surface Pro 7

Work from anywhere with Surface for Business
The Surface for Business portfolio delivers experiences employees love with the choice and 

flexibility they need to work on their terms from anywhere.

You’re always connected and on-task 

with Gigabit-speed LTE.1 Our thinnest 2-

in-1 helps you tackle essential laptop 

tasks when you pair the Surface Pro X 

Keyboard with the adjustable Kickstand. 

Sketch and ink with Surface Slim Pen 

when you need to get ideas down on-

screen. At 13”, razor-thin bezels and our 

Surface signature 3:2 ratio combine to 

create the most efficient amount of 

space to see your work.  

Surface Pro X

When 4G LTE access is a necessity 

to see you through your workday, 

choose our classic 2-in-1 with 

LTE1 connectivity.

Surface Pro

(5th Gen) with LTE



Add a powerful permanent fixture to 

your home office. From all-in-one 

desktop computer to 28" touchscreen 

drafting table, Surface Studio 2 fuels 

intensive software with a fast processor, 

blazing graphics speed, and lightning-

fast SSD storage.

Surface Studio 2

Get it done wherever you work 

with a thin, light, touchscreen-

enabled laptop. Choose your 

favorite color and finish, and 

the size you need whether it’s 

13.5” or a larger 15” display.

Surface Laptop 3

Check in code, analyze data, and 

render graphics from wherever you 

work with our most powerful laptop. 

The detachable keyboard gives you 

more options to work when you need a 

processor-powered tablet or a powerful 

studio. Two sizes are yours to choose: 

13.5” and 15”.

Surface Book 3

Command the room, even from your 

home, with our all-in-one interactive 

whiteboard, meetings platform, and 

collaborative computing device that 

comes together in an astonishingly 

light and thin 50” touchscreen display. 

Bring remote teams together so 

everyone is seen, heard, and can 

actively participate with crystal-clear 

speakers, and the brilliant, 4K+ 

resolution screen.

Surface Hub 2S

Work from anywhere with Surface for Business
The Surface for Business portfolio delivers experiences employees love with the choice and 

flexibility they need to work on their terms from anywhere.


